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eGaN FETs differ from their silicon counterparts because of their significantly faster switching speeds and consequently have different
requirements for gate drive, layout, and thermal management which can all be interactive.

DRIVING eGaN® FETS
When considering gate drive requirements, the three most important parameters for eGaN FETs are (1) the maximum allowable gate voltage, (2) the gate threshold voltage, and (3) the “body diode” voltage drop. The maximum allowable gate-source voltage for an eGaN FET of 6 V is low in comparison with traditional silicon. Secondly,
the gate threshold is also low compared to most power MOSFETs, but does not suffer from as strong a negative temperature coefficient as MOSFETs. Thirdly, the “body
diode” forward drop can be higher than comparable silicon MOSFETs, which requires additional attention to timing for the gate drive as compared to MOSFETs.
Table 1 highlights some of these key parameters as compared with a power MOSFET.

Gate pull-down resistance
A great advantage of eGaN FETs is their switching speed. However, the accompanying higher di/dt and dv/dt require a layout with less parasitic capacitance, resistance,
and inductance, which will require some new considerations for the gate driver. To understand this further we will look at a half- bridge with a high dv/dt turn-on of
a complementary device as shown in Figure 1. The current from the Miller charge flows from the drain through CGD and CGS to the source as well as through CGD to the
internal gate resistance (RG) and the gate driver sink resistance (RSink) to the source. The requirement for avoiding dv/dt (Miller) turn-on is then given by:

CGD x dv/dt x (RG + RSink) x (1 – e - dt / a) < VTH

(1)

Where α is the passive network time constant (RG + RSink) · (CGD + CGS) and dt is the dv/dt switching time. Therefore, to avoid Miller turn-on of an eGaN FET, it is necessary
to limit the total resistance path (RG + RSink) between the device gate and source for some second generation devices.
For devices with good Miller ratios (QGD/QGS · (VTH) < 1), this is not required. It should be noted that, since QGD increases with VDS, this ratio will get worse with increasing
drain-source voltage and may therefore lead to Miller turn-on. On the other hand, Eq. (1) improves at very low bus voltages where QGD/QGS( VTH) is much less than one.
To be safe, a gate drive pull-down resistance of 0.5 Ω or less is recommended for higher voltage devices.
Even with a low resistance pull down, the maximum drain
node dv/dt that will avoid Miller turn-on will still be limited
by:

dv/dtmax ≈ VTH / (Zpull-down · CGD)
where Zpull-down is the impedance of the external gate driver
loop between gate and source of the device. This includes
the Device gate resistance RG, gate driver pull-down resistance RSINK as well as the loop inductance. Keeping the loop
inductance low is further complicated by traditional designing long narrow leads between the gate driver and the device
gate. This can be avoided by widening and shortening the
traces between the gate driver and gate of the device.

FET Type

Typical 100 V Silicon

100 V eGaN FET

Maximum gate-source voltage

±20 V

+6 V /-5 V

Reverse body diode voltage

~1 V

~1.5-2.5 V

Gate threshold

2V–4V

0.7 V - 2.5 V

dv/dt capacitance (Miller) ratio QGD(50 V)/QGS(VTH)

0.5-0.8

0.8

Internal gate resistance

>1 Ω

<0.6 Ω

Change in RDS(ON) from 25°C to 100°C

>+50%

<+40%

Change in VTH from 25°C to 100°C

-20%

+3%

Gate to source leakage

few nA

few mA

Body diode reverse recovery charge

high

none

Avalanche capable

Yes

not rated

Table 1: Comparison between 100 V Si MOSFETs and 100 V eGaN FETs.
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GATE PULL-UP RESISTANCE
Because the total Miller charge (QGD) is much lower for an eGaN
FET than for a similar on-resistance power MOSFET, it is possible
to turn on the device much faster. Too high a dv/dt can reduce
efficiency by creating shoot-through during the ‘hard’ switching transition. It would therefore be an advantage to adjust the
gate drive pull-up resistance to minimize transition time without
inducing other unwanted loss mechanisms. This also allows adjustment of the switch node voltage overshoot and ringing for
improved EMI. In power MOSFET applications this is achieved by
placing a resistor and anti-parallel diode in series with the gate
drive output. For eGaN FETs, where the threshold voltage is low,
this is not recommended. The simplest general solution is to split
the gate pull-up and pull-down connections in the driver and allow the insertion of a discrete resistor as needed.

High dv/dt event
eGaN Power Device
C GD
Gate Drive
C DS

RG
R SINK

Keep
V NODE < VTH

C GS

High dv/dt current paths

GATE DRIVE DEAD-TIME

Figure 1: Effect of dv/dt on a device in the “OFF” state,
The eGaN FET reverse bias or “body diode” operation has the benand requirements for avoiding Miller-induced shoot-through.
efit of no reverse-recovery losses. This advantage, however, can
be offset by the higher body diode forward voltage drop [1]. The
diode conduction losses can be significant, especially at low voltages and high frequencies. Unlike silicon diode reverse recovery losses, these conduction losses can
be minimized through proper dead-time management that keeps the body diode conduction interval as short as possible. The shorter and less variable switching
times of eGaN FETs allow for much tighter dead-time control which, in turn, reduces body diode conduction loss. A reduction of dead-time to just a few nanoseconds
virtually eliminates body diode losses.

GATE DRIVE SUPPLY REGULATION
The maximum gate voltage limitation of 6 V on the eGaN FET adds restrictions to the gate drive supply range, and requires some form of supply regulation. Of greatest
concern is the floating or high-side supply in a half-bridge configuration. A simple implementation to improve matching between low-side (ground referenced) and
high-side supplies is through the use of a ‘matching’ diode as shown for a discrete gate drive implementation in Figure 2.
This implementation is only suited for complementary switched, half-bridge applications where the dead-time and body diode conduction is minimal. For applications
where the eGaN body diode conduction can be significantly longer than the bootstrap diode turn-on time, the approximately 2 V body diode voltage drop will add to
the supply voltage and can cause overvoltage of the high-side
supply. In such cases, some form of post-bootstrap supply regulation is required.
5.6 V
Bootstrip or ‘matching’ low-side diode
The LM5113, from Texas Instruments, is an example of an eGaN
FET optimized half bridge driver that implements bootstrap
D1
regulation. Integrated in the undervoltage lockout is an over~5.0 V
voltage clamp that limits bootstrap voltage to 5.2 V ensuring
Adjustable
M3
sufficient reliable operation under all circuit conditions. In addiM4
pull-up
C1
tion to the clamp, there are separate source and sink pins, >50 V/
D
ns dv/dt capability, matched propagation time, 0.5 Ω pull down,
Logic
R2
R1
U1
input
and separate high side and low side inputs to unlock the effiG
EPC GaN FET
M2
ciencies the eGaN FETs enable.

M1

Minimize loop

S

Figure 2: Discrete eGaN FET gate-driver solution showing method
for complementary high-side and low-side supply voltage matching.
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LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS
Gate drive loop inductance
The maximum allowable gate voltage of 6 V is one and a half volts above the recommended 4.5 V drive voltage. This limited headroom requires an accurate gate drive
supply, as well as a limited inductance between the eGaN FET and gate driver as the inductance can cause a voltage overshoot on the gate. Although some overshoot
is acceptable, overshoot can be avoided entirely if the gate loop inductance is limited to:

1/4 x (RG + RSource)2 x CGS ≥ LG

(2)

Where RSource is the source resistance on the gate driver and LG is the loop inductance between the gate driver and eGaN FET. Therefore, for a given gate loop inductance
there will be a minimum source resistance value needed to keep VGS from exceeding its maximum limit. Stated in another way, the pull-up resistance of the gate drive
path should be adjusted for a given gate loop layout to ensure at least near critical damping to limit overshoot. Thus the inductance of the gate loop will directly limit
the switching speed of the device and care should be taken to minimize it resulting in maximum efficiency.

Effect of common source inductance (CSI)
eGaN FETs in voltage ratings of 200 V or less come in LGA packages with very low package inductance and resistance. The impact
of common source inductance could therefore be considered a
layout issue rather than a gate driver requirement. The reality is
not that simple.
The addition of CSI effectively reduces efficiency by inducing a
voltage across the inductance that opposes the gate drive voltage during di/dt, thus increasing turn-on and turn-off times. It is
therefore important to minimize common source inductance for
optimum switching performance. In what seems to be a contradictory statement, the increase of CSI will decrease the possibility
of Miller turn-on [2] by applying a voltage that adds to the VGS,
if the designer is willing to accept the cost of increased switching loss. This is due to the fact that at the ‘hard’ turn-on of the
complementary device, the current commutation di/dt across
the CSI induces a negative voltage across the gate to help keep
the device off during part of the voltage transition. What is not
stated is that the CSI, gate capacitance, and gate drive pull down
loop now forms an LCR resonant tank that needs to be damped
to avoid an equivalent positive voltage ringing across the gate.
This ringing could turn the device on again near the end, or even
past the end of the voltage transition. Although increasing the
gate drive sink resistance can help damp this LCR resonance
at the cost of increased Miller turn-on sensitivity, the addition
of a ferrite bead that is resistive at the resonant frequency can
achieve the same result with less increase in Miller turn-on sensitivity. Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit and Figure 4 shows
switching waveforms.
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Figure 3: Equivalent partial power circuit showing the di/dt effect of ‘hard’ turn-on.
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In summary, CSI is more important to eGaN FETs than power
MOSFETs due to the higher di/dt and dv/dt, and should be minimized through careful layout.
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and
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Figure 4: Waveforms for circuit in Figure 3 during ‘hard’ turn-on of
complementary device showing effect of CSI ringing.
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SUGGESTED LAYOUTS

Gate

IG

Given the different considerations listed above, it is possible to develop some recommended PCB layouts for the eGaN FETs. In this section three levels of layout recommendations
will be discussed, each with increasing performance metrics:

ID
Drain

Source

Top Layer
ID

IG

1) Single-sided termination suitable for PCB designs with 2 layers or more

ID

Gate return

Drain
Inner Layer

2) Dual-sided termination PCB designs implementable with 4 layers or more
ID

3) Filled-via dual-sided termination where the lowest possible CSI is required.

Single sided termination PCB layout

Source

Figure 5: Example of a single-sided terminal layout configuration.

Where cost is an important factor in the design, a single-sided terminated design is recommended. This can be implemented on PCBs with 2 layers or more, an example of which is
shown in Figure 5. The power connection to the drain and source are routed on the same layer of the PCB and terminate to one side of the FET. It is recommended that
the drain and source terminals be connected, using vias, to additional layers to further enhance their current carrying capability. The recommended via design is a 10
mil (250 µm) hole diameter and 20 mil (500 µm) annular ring. Two vias per pad are recommended and should be sufficiently spaced based on PCB design guidelines and
common source inductance design limits. To further reduce common source inductance, it is recommended to place a solid copper plane, connected to source, one
layer below the top layer (Die pad layer). This source plane serves as both a power plane for the main current and gate return and shown as the gold color plane in Figure
5. Further reduction in coupling between the gate-source circuit and drain-source circuit can be achieved by designing the two circuit’s current’s to be orthogonal with
respect to each other. Using at least 2 oz thick copper for all layers will ensure the lowest possible connection resistance.
For lower voltage dies (40 V and 100 V) with small trace width and spacing specifications recommend for the land pattern [3], designers may need to consult with their
board manufacturers to determine options to meet the all design requirements. In most cases, reducing the copper thickness to 1 oz will satisfy most board manufacturer’s tolerance requirements.
The EPC9001 and EPC9002 series of demonstration boards have been designed using this technique [4,5].

Dual-sided termination PCB layout
When performance and cost are important factors in the design, a dual-sided terminated design is recommended. This design can be implemented on PCBs with 4 layers or more. Two examples for this layout method are shown in Figure 6. The first option is with the source terminal on the top (pad) layer and the drain one layer below.
The second option is with the drain terminal on the top (pad) layer and the source connection one layer below. Power connection to the drain and source are routed on
different layers of the PCB and terminate on both sides of the Die as shown in Figure 6. It is recommended that the drain and source terminals be connected using vias
to additional layers to further enhance current carrying capability. The preferred via design is a 6 mil (150 µm) drilled hole diameter and a 8 mil (200 µm) annular ring for
the low voltage devices (40 V and 100 V) and 8 mil (200 µm) drilled hole with 12 mil (300 µm) annular ring for medium voltage devices (200 V). Two vias per pad side are
recommended and should be sufficiently spaced based on PCB design guidelines and common source inductance design limits. This design will tend to cluster the vias
very close to each other and the designer needs to stagger the vias to prevent a tear zone from forming on the PCB. Alternatively, the designer can request the board
manufacturer to rotate the PCB fiber grain of the PCB by 45° (This may add cost to the PCB).
To further reduce common source inductance, it is recommended to place a solid copper plane connected to gate return source one layer below the top layer (Die pad
layer). Further reduction in coupling between the gate-source circuit and drain-source circuit can be achieved by designing the two circuit’s current’s to be orthogonal
to each other as depicted in Figure 6. Using 2 oz thick copper for all layers will ensure the lowest possible connection resistance. The gate return need only be routed on
one layer, leaving more room on other layers for high-current planes.
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Figure 6: Example of a Dual-sided terminal layout configuration with 2 options for layer assignment.
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Figure 7: Example of a filled via dual-sided terminal layout configuration with 2 options for layer assignment.

Filled via dual-sided termination PCB layout
When performance drives the design, a filled via dual-sided terminated design is recommended. This can be implemented on PCBs with 4 layers or more. Two examples
for this layout method are shown in Figure 7. The first option is with the source terminal on the top (pad) layer and the drain one layer below. The second option is
with the drain terminal on the top (pad) layer and the source connection one layer below. Power connections to the drain and source are routed on different layers
of the PCB and terminate on both sides of the die as shown in Figure 7. It is recommended that the drain and source terminals be connected using vias to additional
layers in order to further enhance the current carrying capability. The recommended via design is a 6 mil (150 µm) drilled hole diameter and a 8 mil (200 µm) annular
ring for the low voltage devices (40 V and 100 V) and 8
mil (200 µm) drilled hole with 12 mil (300 µm) annular
Alternative Switch Node Current Direction
ring for medium voltage devices (200 V). Two vias per
pad side are recommended and should be sufficiently
ISW
spaced based on PCB design guidelines and common
Top Gate
source inductance design limits. This design will tend
Return
Top Gate
to cluster the vias very close to each other and the
Switch Node
Return
IG(TG)
IG(TG)
designer needs to stagger the vias to prevent a tear
zone from forming on the PCB. Vias placed in the pad
Switch
areas of the die need to be micro vias with a hole of
Node
6 mils (150 µm) drilled and 8 mil (200 µm) annular
Bottom
Gate
Bottom Gate
ring diameter not to exceed the pad width and must
GND
Return
Return
be filled with either a non-conductive, or conductive
IG(BG)
IG(BG)
filler (This may add to cost). Vias with holes located diISW
rectly under the source, gate, or drain solder bars will
cause wide variation in the die stand-off distance to
Suggested Switch Node Current Direction
the PCB. Variation in stand-off distance could (1) afTop Layer
2nd Layer
fect the user’s ability to thoroughly clean between the
VBUS
FET and the PCB, (2) could add to die tilt variation, and
Alternative bus
capacitor location
(3) might reduce the transistor’s temperature cycling
performance.
VBUS

Switch Node
Suggested bus
capacitor location
3rd Layer

GND

Bottom Layer

Figure 8: Example of a half-bridge layout using 4-layer PCB.
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To further reduce CSI, it is recommended to place a
solid copper plane, connected to gate return source,
one layer below the top layer (Die pad layer). Further
reduction in coupling between the gate-source circuit
and drain-source circuit can be achieved by designing
the two circuit’s current paths to be orthogonal with
respect to each other as depicted in Figure 7. Using
2 oz thick copper for all layers will ensure the lowest
possible connection resistance. The gate return need
only be routed on one layer, leaving more room on
other layers for high current planes.
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Interconnecting the devices PCB layout
Designs such as half bridge topologies will require devices to be interconnected with each other. The recommended method to interconnect two devices is shown in
Figure 8 based on a 4 layer design. The copper thickness needs to be maximized to limit resistive losses and improve thermal spreading (2 oz copper on outer layers is
recommended). In this layout example, the source connection of each part is brought underneath to act as an E-field shield (especially under the device gate structure)
and minimize additional parasitic gate drain capacitance (CGD). Every source is connected through Layer Two to the shield that now doubles as the gate drive return
path. Drain connections are brought out on the third layer. The tradeoff is that to achieve a much lower common source inductance and overall layout inductance, the
geometry requires increased parasitic capacitance – in particular output capacitance (COSS) - as there is still the need to minimize the parasitic CGD. The main supply bus
decoupling capacitors can be located directly beneath the device pair, or to one side (see Figure 8) and as close as possible to minimize loop inductance. The gate driver
output needs to be located as close as possible to the gates of their respective FETs. The long sides of the FETs need to be placed side by side to further reduce interdevice inductance.

PARALLELING
Paralleling switching devices enables increased power performance for switching converters. Paralleling eGaN FETs poses many new challenges as these devices can
be switched ten times faster than commercial MOSFETs. These challenges discussed in detail in references [6] and [7] where recommendations are made to ensure the
highest possible performance from a paralleled eGaN FET switch converter.

THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS
Due to the fundamentally lower eGaN FET on-resistance [8] per die area, these devices are only a fraction of the size of an equivalent on-resistance power MOSFET
die, and therefore have a higher equivalent thermal resistance. However, eGaN FETs also have a much lower FOM and will therefore have offsetting lower switching
power losses.
Can this improvement in power loss make up for the higher thermal resistance?
To answer this question we need to look at two common scenarios; (1) devices mounted as “flipchips” on a printed circuit board without additional heatsinking, and (2)
devices mounted with dual-sided cooling.

SINGLE-SIDED COOLING:
eGaN FETs are constructed on a very thin layer of heterojunction material on top of a standard silicon wafer and when mounted directly onto PCBs without any backside
cooling behave thermally like any similarly mounted silicon device. The variables needed to completely understand the resulting thermal performance are, (1) PCB copper area, (2) Copper thickness, (3) PCB material, and (4) airflow over the device and PCB.
Reference [9] tests several industry standard packages mounted directly onto FR-4 PCB material. Measurements were made on one square inch, 2-ounce Cu, and on
devices with only enough Cu to make electrical contact to the leads. This methodology separated the effect of device footprint from the cooling that comes from the
copper on the PCB. Relatively little impact was seen when different packages were mounted on one square inch Cu (the minimum RJA was 18 °C/W for a D2PAK and the
maximum was 34 °C/W for an SO-8) because the dominant thermal resistance factor was the heat dissipating through the PCB. Consistent with these tests, it is estimated
that RJA for eGaN FETs mounted to one square inch of 2 ounce Cu should be about 40 °C/W in still air [10,11,13]. This performance can be improved significantly with
increased airflow.
Pneumatic
Plunger
30 PSI Force

DOUBLE-SIDED COOLING:
To determine the best possible top-side cooling for EPC’s eGaN FETs, the setup in Figure 9
was constructed. RDS(ON) was used as the temperature sensitive parameter and the heatsink
was water cooled for these “best-case” thermal measurements. Across the family of eGaN
FETs, the data suggests a 12-14 °C-mm2normalized RJA when cooling is primarily through the
silicon substrate beneath the eGaN FET active area. Under these conditions, large area eGaN
FETs (EPC2015, EPC2001, and EPC2010) have an RJC of about 2 °C/W and the small area FETs
(EPC2014, EPC2007, and EPC2012) have an R RJC of about 8 °C/W.

10 Ohm
Resistor

“T” Type
#40AWG

Source Lead
(Kelvin)

Drain Lead
(Kelvin)
QFN Board

Gate Lead

Shim Spacer

DUT

Practical implementations of double sided cooling are certainly less elaborate than the one
shown in Figure 9, but can result in higher final thermal impedance. In Figure 10, one such
configuration where two devices are simultaneously cooled by one heat sink is illustrated.
In the case where multiple die are placed under the same heatsink, however, care must be
taken to avoid mechanical damage from uneven pressure on die that might be slightly tilted
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Thermal Pad

EPC GaN Die

PCB

Figure 10: Dual die under one heat sink with thermal pad.

or at different heights off the PCB. Thermally conductive materials such as from 3M [11], Dow Corning [12], or Berquist[13] have been successfully used to double-side
cool multiple die under one heatsink attaining 6 °C/W into the heatsink and 15 °C/W into the board [15]. Thermal models for all of our devices are also available from our
website, www.EPC-co.com. Because the FET substrates must be connected to source potential, the heatsink, must be electrically isolated from at least one of the die or
thermal interface material must also be an electrical insulator.

SUMMARY
EPC’s eGaN FETs give the designer a whole new spectrum of performance compared with silicon power MOSFETs. To extract full advantage from this new technology,
designers must understand how to design cost-effective drive circuitry that works on a cost-effective PCB. In this paper, we looked at gate drive requirements, layouts,
and thermal design considerations that are important to final system performance and reliability.
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